
J JUICE FLAVORS

BEVERAGES 
Coffee  Based off of a Kona dark roast blend, hands down a coffee for the true lover,. There is no creme or sugar; just the
purest gourment island black coffee for the true coffee aficionado 

Fireball  (dedicate a tank to this ridiculously good blend) full flavor and thick clouds of beautiful hot cinnamon taste at the
inhale and punch a smooth RedHot-esk burn on the exhale. For the cinnamon vape lovers... your welcome. 

Popular Energy Drink   Think Red Bull for your vape

Pina Colada  It kind of feels like that Jimmy Buffett song but for your taste buds, and better than Jimmy's music

OOze  Mountain Dew the OOze!!

FRUIT FLAVORS
Peach   Even Ray Charles can see how delicious this peach s. It's delectable savory flavor will have you defeating Browser's
castle again, and again, to put this in your vape

Senators Choice  A filibuster of flavor for your taste buds, featuring the most under-rated yet most flavorful fruit for
vaping

Sweet Mango  Mangos go hard in the paint. and even harder in your vpe. this blend will remind you of that one dream
you had where you were in Cancun getting fanned by beautiful locals while overlooking the Mayan Riviera

Bananza  A creamy full-vapor interpretation of the banana fruit with a touch of three cremes for the smoothest, all day
qualified vape

Black Cherry  An absolute pleasure to vape. Closely resembles the seductiveness of the robst Black Cherry, simple
smooth delicious, all day vape

Blueberry  A refreshing blend featuring your favorite antioxidant

Melon Head  All day smooth HoneyDew Melon for your vaping pleasure

Straws and Guavs  Perfectly blending strawberry, kiwi, and guava for your enjoyment. Simple, pure, and certified all
day vape.

Watermelon  Great tasting, full flavored, and the perfect companion to wherever tour day takes you. Summer time BBQ's
best friend

Serious Kiwi  Smooth all natural Kiwi at its finest. This flavor is not joking around, very serious here, Serious Kiwi

CANDIES
Taste the Rainbow  Unicorns and lolipops. Yes, we said it, and yes, its that good....Seriously.... This may be the best
blend we have ever created. Enjoy

Swedish Fish  Delicious and warm, this blend will hit you right in the childhood. Enjoy

Juicy Fruit  Just like your favorite childhood chewing gum. Nothing more, nothing less. Certified all day vape

DESSERTS
Moon Pie   A touch of white chocolate and whipped creme followed with hints of sugary graham cracker and vanilla custard.
You know you want to ry it, so go ahead, we wont tell, this brand delivers 



Cake Batter   A delicious take on your favorite party favor, love or hate, you will crave some buttery desert goodness in
your vape, here is your answer

Gingerbread  A light gingery blend perfect for the holiday season. A sensational vape for hang out with mom and
hanging ornaments on the Christmas tree

Vanilla Bean  Silky, smooth, rich... Our Vanilla Bean will delight your taste buds

Gummy Bear  Your favorite gummy candy now in vapor form. Guaranteed to be sweet and will fill your taste buds with
delight.

Pumpkin Spice   The perfect vape for fall, featuring all natural pumpkin spice with a hint of sweet cream. Perfect for
when the summer is leaving, and we reluctantly embrace the beauty of fall

Horchata  The most unique horchata blend in the industry, its smooth, it touches the pallet with delightful hints of
cinnamon and sweet rice. Disfrutenia

TOBACCO
Tobacco  Award winning as well as the best conversation piece on the market. if your moving over from tobacco based
smoking, this is definitely the vape for you 

SPECIALTY 
Scooby Snacks  Inspiried by those of us who like to eat snacks while high. Its pure, its fruity, its good. 

Lou Dog  Simply Sublime. Lou Dog is all about sharing and spreading love

Razzle Taz  The quintessential berry blend, featuring blueberries, blackberries, and raspberries

Tigers Blood  Featuring a mix of tropical fruits from pineapple to coconut and cherry, perfectly balanced with the best
throat hit imaginable and lasting flavor to keep you intrigued

Menthol  The best Menthol on the market period. Another period for just how good this blend is 


